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As the first installment of the Assassin's Creed series on the PC platform, the game was extremely anticipated by the gaming community for its time. Upon its release, the game met with a good reception by critics and customers, and is considered to be the last good game the Ubisoft's made in the last few years. The game is
widely regarded by fans and critics as one of the greatest games ever made. Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood tells the story of a group of assassins tasked with destroying a series of targets. The main protagonist, Desmond Miles (who has no awareness of his Assassins name), lives in 1780s New York City, trying to find his missing
older brother, Nate, and he also tries to solve his sisters mysterious disappearance. Assassin's Creed II has two endings. The standard ending presents the player with an "narrative" ending, which is shown at the end of the game, and the player can then continue in Assassin's Creed III by going to the next chapter, which is titled
"The Discovery". The Discovery ending has the player play as Callum Lynch, a new character who was related by blood to Desmond, and who also possesses Assassin abilities. The Assassins Creed series revolves around a series of assassinations, known as missions, in which the player must eliminate specified targets before the

target eliminates the player or a certain number of people. Each mission also involves different types of traversal, from moving through alleys to jumping across balconies, to entering fortress-like buildings. Upon completion of a mission, the player receives a numerical rank, which indicates their performance. The higher the
rank, the more clues the player may find, and the more experience they earn.
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